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Leon© 

Baby coverall/romper Leon with continuous button placket: 
Very nice coverall/romper for girls or boys with continuous button placket, 
with snaps all the way down the leg, it's an easy change! Your little darling will feel incredibly 
comfortable in this beautiful romper.  
The pattern contains two variants!  
Variant A : Baby romper/coverall with long legs and sleeves. 
Variant B (photo): Baby romper/coverall with short legs and sleeves, perfect for summer! 
Use the instructions for both variants! 
Suitable for beginners. With detailed photo instruction! 
The seam allowances are included, as shown in pattern.  
Pieces on a double layer of fabric (right sides facing). 

Fabric width 150 cm/591⁄16in  

Size   Fabric variant A  Fabric variant B           
0M /2M  60 cm /235⁄8in   57 cm /227⁄16in  
3M /6M  65 cm /2519⁄32in  62 cm /2413⁄32in           
9M /12M  70 cm /279⁄16in   67 cm /263⁄8in  
18M /2Y  75 cm /2917⁄32in  72 cm /2811⁄32in                                                               
3Y /4Y   85 cm /3315⁄32in  81 cm /3157⁄64in 

Fabric recommendation: jersey, velor fabric, sweatshirt fabric.  

Jersey stripes: Cut a 4 cm/ 137⁄64in wide strip of jersey, measure the required length on the 
pattern and, depending on the elasticity of the fabric remove 15-25%. (I multiply the measured 
value by 0.8) 

Important for e-book: “Page, Sizing and Handling” should be set to “Actual size”. No scaling is 
required while printing. Printing orientation should be set to “Auto Portrait/ Landscape”.  
Please check the measure square 5 to 5 cm (131⁄32in to131⁄32in)  matches with your printing. 
You can print on A4 or letter US paper. 
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Pin and stitch front and 
back panels together, right 
sides facing. Finish the 
shoulder seams.
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Finish one side of the 
ribbon binding and pin to 
open edge of the sleeves, 
right sides facing. Stretch 
binding a bit while sewing. 

Fold the ribbon binding 
inwards and pin along the 
edge. Topstitch the binding 
from the right side close to 
the edge. You can also use 
a twin needle. 


